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A Southern Independent Booksellers Alliance Bestseller Few products are so completely or
intimately steeped in the American story as bourbon whiskey. As Dane Huckelbridge's
masterfully crafted history reveals, the iconic amber spirit is the American experience, distilled,
aged, and sealed in a bottle.
FBI Agent, Win Holloway is going home to Kentucky—and not under the best of circumstances.
At odds with his family since turning his back on their lucrative and long-standing bourbon
empire, the blond haired golden boy carries not only a badge and weapon, but the
unwarranted guilt of his mother’s death twenty-three years ago. When his father is found
murdered in their family estate in an identical fashion, Win is forced to face his family’s past
and the history of Winter Bourbon while searching for answers to not only his father’s death,
but his mother’s unsolved murder. Special Agent, Virginia "Ginny" Grace has been called in to
investigate what seems to be a high-stakes deal gone wrong. But as she uncovers shocking
Winterbourne family secrets, finds herself in the middle of her late father’s unsolved case and
deep in the lives of the bluebloods of bourbon—including her one-time lover, Win Holloway.
When murder is an inside job, you keep your enemies close, and your family closer.
Bourbon whiskey is perhaps Kentucky's most distinctive product. Despite bourbon's
prominence in the social and economic life of the Bluegrass state, many myths and legends
surround its origins. In Kentucky Bourbon, Henry C. Crowgey claims that distilled spirits and
pioneer settlement went hand in hand; Isaac Shelby, the state's first governor, was among
Kentucky's pioneer distillers. Crowgey traces the drink's history from its beginnings as a
cottage industry to steam-based commercial operations in the period just before the Civil War.
From "spirited" camp meetings, to bourbon's use as a medium of exchange for goods and
services, to the industry's coming of age in the mid-nineteenth century, the story of Kentucky
bourbon is a fascinating chapter in the state's early history.
The rise and fall of the man who cracked Prohibition to become one of the world’s richest
criminal masterminds—and helped inspire The Great Gatsby. Love, murder, political intrigue,
mountains of cash, and rivers of bourbon…The tale of George Remus is a grand spectacle and
a lens into the dark heart of Prohibition. Yes, Congress gave teeth to Prohibition in October,
1919, but the law didn’t stop George Remus from amassing a fortune that would be worth
billions of dollars today. As one Jazz Age journalist put it, “Remus was to bootlegging what
Rockefeller was to oil.” Author Bob Batchelor breathes life into the largest bootlegging
operation in America—greater than that of Al Capone—and a man considered the best criminal
defense lawyer of his era. Remus bought an empire of distilleries on Kentucky’s “Bourbon
Trail” and used his other profession, as a pharmacist, to profit off legal loopholes. He spent
millions bribing officials in the Harding Administration, and he created a roaring lifestyle that
epitomized the Jazz Age over which he ruled. That is, before he came crashing down in one of
the most sensational murder cases in American history: a cheating wife, the G-man who
seduced her and put Remus in jail, and the plunder of a Bourbon Empire. Remus murdered his
wife in cold-blood and then shocked a nation winning his freedom based on a condition he
invented—temporary maniacal insanity. “The fantastic story of George Remus makes the rest
of the “Roaring Twenties” look like the “Boring Twenties” in comparison.” ?David Pietrusza,
author of 1920: The Year of the Six Presidents
*** Take a journey through American whiskey, with spirits specialist Eric Zandona. Eric
Zandona - spirits expert at the American Distilling Institute - leads a region-by-region tour of the
unique flavours and stories of American whiskey, from Kentucky's bourbon heartland to New
York's Empire Rye revolution. With chapters telling the story of each key whiskey-producing
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region, plus profiles of notable distilleries and a flavour guide for their most interesting
whiskeys, you'll learn all there is to know about the only true American spirit. Includes: Maps,
facts, historical information Regional guides to American bourbon, rye, single malt and more
Profiles of key distilleries & their must-try whiskeys Cocktail recipes for every region
An instant New York Times bestseller From the bestselling author of The Cost of These
Dreams The story of how Julian Van Winkle III, the caretaker of the most coveted cult
Kentucky Bourbon whiskey in the world, fought to protect his family's heritage and preserve the
taste of his forebears, in a world where authenticity, like his product, is in very short supply. As
a journalist said of Pappy Van Winkle, "You could call it bourbon, or you could call it a $5,000
bottle of liquified, barrel-aged unobtanium." Julian Van Winkle, the third-generation head of his
family's business, is now thought of as something like the Buddha of Bourbon - Booze Yoda,
as Wright Thompson calls him. He is swarmed wherever he goes, and people stand in long
lines to get him to sign their bottles of Pappy Van Winkle Family Reserve, the whiskey he
created to honor his grandfather, the founder of the family concern. A bottle of the 23-year-old
Pappy starts at $3000 on the internet. As Julian is the first to say, things have gone completely
nuts. Forty years ago, Julian would have laughed in astonishment if you'd told him what lay
ahead. He'd just stepped in to try to save the business after his father had died, partly of
heartbreak, having been forced to sell the old distillery in a brutal downturn in the market for
whiskey. Julian's grandfather had presided over a magical kingdom of craft and
connoisseurship, a genteel outfit whose family ethos generated good will throughout Kentucky
and far beyond. There's always a certain amount of romance to the marketing of spirits, but
Pappy's mission statement captured something real: "We make fine bourbon - at a profit if we
can, at a loss if we must, but always fine bourbon." But now the business had hit the
wilderness years, and Julian could only hang on for dear life, stubbornly committed to
preserving his namesake's legacy or going down with the ship. Then something like a miracle
happened: it turned out that hundreds of very special barrels of whiskey from the Van Winkle
family distillery had been saved by the multinational conglomerate that bought it. With no idea
what they had, they offered to sell it to Julian, who scrambled to beg and borrow the funds.
Now he could bottle a whiskey whose taste captured his family's legacy. The result would
immediately be hailed as the greatest whiskey in the world - and would soon be the hardest to
find. But now, those old barrels were used up, and Julian Van Winkle faced the challenge of
his lifetime: how to preserve the taste of Pappy, the taste of his family's heritage, in a new age?
The amazing Wright Thompson was invited to be his wingman as he set about to try. The
result is an extraordinary testimony to the challenge of living up to your legacy and the rewards
that come from knowing and honoring your people and your craft. Wright learned those
lessons from Julian as they applied to the honest work of making a great bourbon whiskey in
Kentucky, but he couldn't help applying them to his own craft, writing, and his upbringing in
Mississippi, as he and his wife contemplated the birth of their first child. May we all be lucky
enough to find some of ourselves, as Wright Thompson did, in Julian Van Winkle, and in
Pappyland.
With the popularity of bourbon becoming a global phenomenon, the historic town of Bardstown,
KY, is booming – but all booms come with growing pains. This first book of the new Economics
of Vice series tells the story of Bardstown’s challenges, traditions, opportunities, and the
people who shouldered them all.
Betrayal, revenge and a family scandal that bore a 150–year–old mystery When Cooper
McQueen wakes up from a night with a beautiful stranger, it's to discover he's been robbed.
The only item stolen—a million-dollar bottle of bourbon. The thief, a mysterious woman named
Paris, claims the bottle is rightfully hers. After all, the label itself says it's property of the
Maddox family who owned and operated the Red Thread Bourbon distillery since the last days
of the Civil War, until the company went out of business for reasons no one knows… No one
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except Paris. In the small hours of a Louisville morning, Paris unspools the lurid tale of Tamara
Maddox, heiress to the distillery that became an empire. Theirs is a legacy of wealth and
power, but also of lies, secrets and sins of omission. Why Paris wants the bottle of Red Thread
remains a secret until the truth of her identity is at last revealed, and the century-old
vengeance Tamara vowed against her family can finally be completed.
"For generations, the Bradford family has worn the mantle of kings of the bourbon
capital of the world. Their sustained wealth has afforded them prestige and
privilege--as well as a hard-won division of class on their sprawling estate,
Easterly. Upstairs, a dynasty that by all appearances plays by the rules of good
fortune and good taste. Downstairs, the staff who work tirelessly to maintain the
impeccable Bradford facade. And never the twain shall meet. For Lizzie King,
Easterly's head gardener, crossing that divide nearly ruined her life. Falling in
love with Tulane, the prodigal son of the bourbon dynasty, was nothing that she
intended or wanted--and their bitter breakup only served to prove her instincts
were right. Now, after two years of staying away, Tulane is finally coming home
again, and he is bringing the past with him. No one will be left unmarked: not
Tulane's beautiful and ruthless wife; not his older brother, whose bitterness and
bad blood know no bounds; and especially not the ironfisted Bradford patriarch, a
man with few morals, fewer scruples, and many, many terrible secrets. As family
tensions--professional and intimately private--ignite, Easterly and all its
inhabitants are thrown into the grips of an irrevocable transformation, and only
the cunning will survive"--
Whiskey making has been an integral part of American history since frontier
times. In Kentucky, early settlers brought stills to preserve grain, and they soon
found that the limestone-filtered water and the unique climate of the scenic
Bluegrass region made it an ideal place for the production of barrel-aged liquor.
And so, bourbon whiskey was born. More than two hundred commercial
distilleries were operating in Kentucky before Prohibition, but only sixty-one
reopened after its repeal in 1933. As the popularity of America's native spirit
increases worldwide, many historic distilleries are being renovated, refurbished,
and brought back into operation. Unfortunately, these spaces, with their antique
tools and aging architecture, are being dismantled to make way for modern
structures and machinery. In The Birth of Bourbon, award-winning photographer
Carol Peachee takes readers on an unforgettable tour of lost distilleries as well
as facilities undergoing renewal, such as the famous Old Taylor and James E.
Pepper distilleries in Lexington, Kentucky. This beautiful book also includes
spaces that well-known brands, including Maker's Mark, Woodford Reserve, Four
Roses, and Buffalo Trace, have preserved as a homage to their rich histories.
Using a technique known as high-dynamic-range imaging -- a process that
produces rich saturation, intensely clarified details, and a full spectrum of light --
Peachee reveals the vibrant life lingering in artifacts from worn cypress
fermenting tubs to extravagant copper stills. This lavish celebration of bourbon's
heritage will delight whiskey aficionados, history buffs, and art lovers alike.
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By the end of the eighteenth century, Peru had witnessed the decline of its once-
thriving silver industry, and it had barely begun to recover from massive
population losses due to smallpox and other diseases. At the time, it was widely
believed that economic salvation was contingent upon increasing the labor force
and maintaining as many healthy workers as possible. In Medicine and Politics in
Colonial Peru,Adam Warrenpresents a groundbreaking study of the primacy
placed on medical care to generate population growth during this era. The
Bourbon reforms of the eighteenth century shaped many of the political,
economic, and social interests of Spain and its colonies. In Peru, local elites saw
the reforms as an opportunity to positively transform society and its conceptions
of medicine and medical institutions in the name of the Crown. Creole physicians
in particular, took advantage of Bourbon reforms to wrest control of medical
treatment away from the Catholic Church, establish their own medical expertise,
and create a new, secular medical culture. They asserted their new influence by
treating smallpox and leprosy, by reforming medical education, and by
introducing hygienic routines into local funeral rites, among other practices. Later,
during the early years of independence, government officials began to usurp the
power of physicians and shifted control of medical care back to the church.
Creole doctors, without the support of the empire, lost much of their influence,
and medical reforms ground to a halt. As Warren’s study reveals, despite falling
in and out of political favor, Bourbon reforms and creole physicians were
instrumental to the founding of modern medicine in Peru, and their influence can
still be felt today.
In 1911, famed cartoonist Winsor McCay debuted one of the first animated
cartoons, based on his sophisticated newspaper strip “Little Nemo in
Slumberland,” itself inspired by Freud’s recent research on dreams. McCay is
largely forgotten today, but he unleashed an art form, and the creative energy of
artists from Otto Messmer and Max Fleischer to Walt Disney and Warner Bros.’
Chuck Jones. Their origin stories, rivalries, and sheer genius, as Reid Mitenbuler
skillfully relates, were as colorful and subversive as their creations—from Felix the
Cat to Bugs Bunny to feature films such as Fantasia—which became an integral
part and reflection of American culture over the next five decades. Pre-television,
animated cartoons were aimed squarely at adults; comic preludes to movies,
they were often “little hand grenades of social and political satire.” Early Betty
Boop cartoons included nudity; Popeye stories contained sly references to the
injustices of unchecked capitalism. “During its first half-century,” Mitenbuler
writes, “animation was an important part of the culture wars about free speech,
censorship, the appropriate boundaries of humor, and the influence of art and
media on society.” During WWII it also played a significant role in propaganda.
The Golden Age of animation ended with the advent of television, when cartoons
were sanitized to appeal to children and help advertisers sell sugary breakfast
cereals. Wild Minds is an ode to our colorful past and to the creative energy that
later inspired The Simpsons, South Park, and BoJack Horseman.
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Shortly after graduating from University of Glasgow in 1934, Elizabeth “Bessie”
Williamson began working as a temporary secretary at the Laphroaig Distillery on
the Scottish island Islay. Williamson quickly found herself joining the boys in the
tasting room, studying the distillation process, and winning them over with her
knowledge of Scottish whisky. After the owner of Laphroaig passed away,
Williamson took over the prestigious company and became the American
spokesperson for the entire Scotch whisky industry. Impressing clients and
showing her passion as the Scotch Whisky Association’s trade ambassador, she
soon gained fame within the industry, becoming known as the greatest female
distiller. Whiskey Women tells the tales of women who have created this industry,
from Mesopotamia’s first beer brewers and distillers to America’s rough-and-
tough bootleggers during Prohibition. Women have long distilled, marketed, and
owned significant shares in spirits companies. Williamson’s story is one of many
among the influential women who changed the Scotch whisky industry as well as
influenced the American bourbon whiskey and Irish whiskey markets. Until now
their stories have remained untold.
Proclaimed a masterwork when it was originally published in 1995, The Book of
Bourbon and Other Fine American Whiskeys by Gary Regan and Mardee Haidin
Regan runs the gamut of American whiskey. This widely acclaimed work contains
details on every aspect of American whiskey up to the mid-1990s. This landmark
book contains a concise look at how whiskey in America evolved from the time of
the Pilgrims, right through to the end of the twentieth century. Every distillery that
was around at that time is comprehensively covered. The vast majority of
American whiskeys on the market are described. There are cocktail recipes,
recipes for appetizers, entrees, and desserts, all containing whiskey. There's
even a chapter that offers guidance to aficionados visiting Kentucky and
Tennessee.
The distinctive beverage of the Western world, bourbon is Kentucky's illustrious
gift to the world of spirits. Although the story of American whiskey is recorded in
countless lively pages of our nation's history, the place of bourbon in the
American cultural record has long awaited detailed and objective presentation.
Not a recipe book or a barman's guide, but a fascinating and informative
contribution to Americana, The Social History of Bourbon reflects an aspect of
our national cultural identity that many have long suppressed or overlooked.
Gerald Carson explores the impact of the liquor's presence during America's
early development, as well as bourbon's role in some of the more dramatic
events in American history, including the Whiskey Rebellion, the scandals of the
Whiskey Ring, and the "whiskey forts" of the fur trade. The Social History of
Bourbon is a revealing look at the role of this classic beverage in the
development of American manners and culture.
Brian Haara recounts the development of commercial laws that guided the United
States from an often reckless laissez-faire mentality, through the growing pains of
industrialization, past the overcorrection of Prohibition, and into its final state as a
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nation of laws.
Look at the future of persecution. One day soon the only refuge for the faithful may be Space.
Follow a desperate couple fighting isolation and equipment malfunction to pilot a gas-collecting
balloon ship to the outer planets. Michael, crown prince of the Space Empire hopes to save his
people from external attack with an internal rebellion and a battle cruiser like no other. His
plans are shaken by a forbidden romance, political turmoil, and the discovery of Earth’s Fourth
Empire. Michael and his best friend Randolph might save or shatter the Space Empire’s last
hope for the future.
On May 4, 1964, Congress designated bourbon as a distinctive product of the United States,
and it remains the only spirit produced in this country to enjoy such protection. Its history
stretches back almost to the founding of the nation and includes many colorful characters, both
well known and obscure, from the hatchet-wielding prohibitionist Carry Nation to George
Garvin Brown, who in 1872 created Old Forester, the first bourbon to be sold only by the bottle.
Although obscured by myth, the history of bourbon reflects the history of our nation. Historian
Michael R. Veach reveals the true story of bourbon in Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey. Starting
with the Whiskey Rebellion of the 1790s, he traces the history of this unique beverage through
the Industrial Revolution, the Civil War, Prohibition, the Great Depression, and up to the
present. Veach explores aspects of bourbon that have been ignored by others, including the
technology behind its production, the effects of the Pure Food and Drug Act, and how
Prohibition contributed to the Great Depression. The myths surrounding bourbon are legion,
but Veach separates fact from legend. While the true origin of the spirit may never be known
for certain, he proposes a compelling new theory. With the explosion of super-premium
bourbons and craft distilleries and the establishment of the Kentucky Bourbon Trail, interest in
bourbon has never been higher. Veach shines a light on its pivotal place in our national
heritage, presenting the most complete and wide-ranging history of bourbon available.
This sequel to 2004's Bourbon, Straight looks at the odd and unusual as American whiskey
reaches new heights of popularity.
An insider's look at the Jim Beam brand, from a 7th generation Master Distiller Written by the
7th generation Beam family member and Master Distiller, Frederick Booker Noe III, Beam,
Straight Up is the first book to be written by a Beam, the family behind the 217-year whiskey
dynasty and makers of one of the world's best-selling bourbons. This book features family
history and the evolution of bourbon, including Fred's storied youth "growing up Beam" in
Bardstown, Kentucky; his transition from the bottling line to renowned global bourbon
ambassador; and his valuable business insights on how to maintain and grow a revered brand.
Includes details of Fred Noe's life on the road, spreading the bourbon gospel Describes Fred's
journey to becoming the face of one of America's most iconic brands Shares a simple primer
on how bourbon is made Offers cocktail and food recipes For anyone wanting a behind the
scenes look at Jim Beam, and an understanding of the bourbon industry, Beam, Straight Up
will detail the family business, and its role in helping to shape it.
How bourbon came to be, and why it’s experiencing such a revival today Unraveling the many
myths and misconceptions surrounding America’s most iconic spirit, Bourbon Empire traces a
history that spans frontier rebellion, Gilded Age corruption, and the magic of Madison Avenue.
Whiskey has profoundly influenced America’s political, economic, and cultural destiny, just as
those same factors have inspired the evolution and unique flavor of the whiskey itself. Taking
readers behind the curtain of an enchanting—and sometimes exasperating—industry, the work of
writer Reid Mitenbuler crackles with attitude and commentary about taste, choice, and history.
Few products better embody the United States, or American business, than bourbon. A tale of
innovation, success, downfall, and resurrection, Bourbon Empire is an exploration of the spirit
in all its unique forms, creating an indelible portrait of both bourbon and the people who make
it.
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The first-ever biography of the man who created America's most famous whiskey Born in
Lynchburg, Tennessee, in 1850, Jack Daniel became a legendary moonshiner at age 15
before launching a legitimate distillery ten years later. By the time he died in 1911, he was an
American legend-and his Old No. 7 Tennessee sipping whiskey was an international
sensation, the winner of gold medals at the St. Louis World's Fair and the Liege International
Exposition in Belgium. Blood and Whiskey captures Daniel's indomitable rise in the rough-
edged world of the nineteenth-century whiskey trade-and shows how his commitment to quality
(his whiskey was always charcoal-filtered) and his flair for marketing and packaging (he
launched his distinctive square bottle in 189-5) helped create one of America's most venerable
and recognizable brands. Peter Krass (Hanover, NH) is the author of Carnegie
(0-471-46883-5), cited by Barron's as the "definitive" biography and selected by Library Journal
as one of the best biography/business books of 2002.
Bourbon is booming, and this guide will teach you all you need to know. Eric Zandona - spirits
specialist at the American Distilling Institute - explores 140 of the finest bourbons in the world,
from the big-name classics to tiny craft distilleries, with flavour profiles and recommendations
for the best way to drink each one. Also featuring recipes for 20 classic bourbon cocktails, as
well as chapters on the history of bourbon, how the drink is made and the key things you need
to understand when buying a bottle, The Bourbon Bible is the ultimate guide to the ultimate
drink.
The bible of American whiskeys, bourbons, and ryes is updated! Arranged alphabetically by
distillery and then brand, this revised edition features 300 whiskeys—with nearly 100 new
entries. In addition to information on buying and choosing whiskey, every entry includes the
maker's contact details and products, plus a full account of each bottling, including: age, proof,
nose, color, body, palate, price, and rating.
In an approachable, conversational style, Barrel Strength Bourbon provides an in-depth
examination of the bourbon industry in Kentucky, the creation of an American spirit, its
resurrection following Prohibition, its astronomical growth in the past decade, and its potential
for the future.
"The world has been waiting for this book." —Jeffrey Morganthaler, author of The Bar Book and
Drinking Distilled In Bourbon Curious: A Tasting Guide for the Savvy Drinker, award-winning
whiskey writer and Wall Street Journal best-selling author Fred Minnick creates an easy-to-
read interactive tasting journey that helps you select barrel-aged bourbons based on your
flavor preferences. Using the same tasting principles he offers in his Kentucky Derby Museum
classes and as a judge at the San Francisco World Spirits Competition, Minnick cuts to the
chase, dismissing brand marketing and judging only the flavor of this all-American whiskey.
Bourbon Curious groups bourbon into four main flavor profiles—grain, nutmeg, caramel, and
cinnamon. While many bourbons boast all four flavor notes, one delicious sensation typically
overpowers the rest. This book reveals more than 50 bourbon brands' predominate tastes and
suggests cocktail recipes to complement them. In addition, Minnick spends some time busting
bourbon's myths; unraveling its mysteries; and exploring distiller secrets, disclosing the recipes
you won't find on a bottle's label. This updated edition contains all the best new bourbons and
revised tasting notes on any bourbons that have undergone a substantial change since the
original edition. And like good-tasting bourbon, Bourbon Curious is approachable to all!
John C. Tramazzo highlights the relationship between bourbon and military service to show the
rich and dramatic connection in American history.
In the first decades of the 1800s, after almost three centuries of Iberian rule, former Spanish
territories fragmented into more than a dozen new polities. Edge of Empire analyzes the
emergence of Montevideo as a hot spot of Atlantic trade and regional center of power, often
opposing Buenos Aires. By focusing on commercial and social networks in the Rio de la Plata
region, the book examines how Montevideo merchant elites used transimperial connections to
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expand their influence and how their trade offered crucial support to Montevideo’s autonomist
projects. These transimperial networks offered different political, social, and economic options
to local societies and shaped the politics that emerged in the region, including the formation of
Uruguay. Connecting South America to the broader Atlantic World, this book provides an
excellent case study for examining the significance of cross-border interactions in shaping
independence processes and political identities.
The founders and award-winning distillers of Kings County Distillery follow up their successful
Guide to Urban Moonshining with an extensive history of the figures who distilled American
spirits. Dead Distillers is a spirited portrait of the unusual and storied origins of forgotten
drunkenness. The book presents fifty fascinating—and sometimes morbid—biographies from this
historic trade’s bygone days, including farmers, scientists, oligarchs, criminals, and the
occasional US president. Readers may be surprised to find the names George Washington,
Henry Frick, or Andrew Mellon alongside the usual suspects long associated with
booze—Jasper “Jack” Daniel, Jim Beam, and Julian “Pappy” Van Winkle. From the Whiskey
Rebellion to Prohibition to the recent revival of craft spirits, the history of whiskey, moonshine,
and other spirits remains an important part of Americana. Featuring historical photos,
infographics, walking-tour maps, and noteworthy vintage newspaper clippings, Dead Distillers
is a rich visual and textual reference to a key piece of American history.
Bourbon whiskey is a distinctly American product with its roots planted deep in the limestone-
enriched soil of Kentucky. The Kentucky Bourbon Trail is an attraction that celebrates the
heritage of Kentucky bourbon, bringing to life the people, places, and events that signify the
bourbon industry. Today the Kentucky Bourbon Trail includes eight distilleries in the Bluegrass
State, some of whose brands and bourbon-making secrets are more than 200 years old. Along
the trail, tour guides and distillery exhibits offer visitors a variety of interesting facts. For
examples, a "whiskey thief" is not what it sounds like and a Baptist minister was one of the first
people to make bourbon. Collected from the Kentucky Historical Society, various distilleries on
the Kentucky Bourbon Trail, and private family collections, the fascinating photographs in
Images of America: The Kentucky Bourbon Trail offer readers a look back at the pioneers of
bourbon, the legendary distilleries that have come and gone, and the history of those brands
that carry on the craft today.
Like wine lovers who dream of traveling to Bordeaux or beer enthusiasts with visions of the
breweries of Belgium, bourbon lovers plan their pilgrimages to Kentucky. Some of the most
famous distilleries are tucked away in the scenic Bluegrass region, which is home to nearly
seventy distilleries and responsible for 95 percent of all of America's bourbon production.
Locals and tourists alike continue to seek out the world's finest whiskeys in Kentucky as
interest in America's only native spirit continues to grow. In Kentucky Bourbon Country, now in
its third edition, Susan Reigler offers updated, essential information and practical advice to
anyone considering a trip to the state's distilleries (including the state's booming craft distillery
sector) or the restaurants and bars on the Urban Bourbon Trail. Featuring more than two
hundred full-color photographs and a bourbon glossary, the book is organized by region and
provides valuable details about the Bluegrass -- including attractions near each distillery and
notes on restaurants, lodging, shopping, and seasonal events in Kentucky's beautiful historic
towns. In addition to providing knowledge about each point of interest, Kentucky Bourbon
Country weaves in little-known facts about the region's best-kept secrets, such as the historic
distillery used as a set in the movie Stripes and the fates of used bourbon barrels. Whether
you're interested in visiting the place where your favorite bourbon is made or hoping to
discover exciting new varieties, this handy and practical guide is the key to enjoying the best of
bourbon.
Learn about the history and development of whiskey. Are you a fan of whiskey? If you are,
you’re in good company! This popular spirit has been immortalized in music and movies all
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over the world for decades. From whiskey tasting tours to cocktail masterclasses, bourbon has
a hold on our hearts that isn’t going away any time soon. But how much do we really know
about our favorite drink and its role in American history? Bourbon Empire (2015) explores the
rich history of one of America’s favorite drinks. Do you want more free book summaries like
this? Download our app for free at https://www.QuickRead.com/App and get access to
hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries. DISCLAIMER: This book summary is meant
as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work. If you like this
summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original
author intended it to be. If you are the original author of any book published on QuickRead and
want us to remove it, please contact us at hello@quickread.com.
Once and for all, America learns the likely inventor of its beloved bourbon. Bourbon is
not just alcohol -- this amber-colored drink is deeply ingrained in American culture and
tangled in American history. From the early days of raw corn liquor to the myriad
distilleries that have proliferated around the country today, bourbon has come to
symbolize America. In "Bourbon: The Rise, Fall, and Rebirth of an American Whiskey, "
award-winning whiskey author Fred Minnick traces bourbon's entire history, from the
1700s with Irish, Scottish, and French settlers setting up stills and making distilled
spirits in the New World through today's booming resurgence. He also lays out in expert
detail the critical role this spirit has played throughout the cultural and even political
history of the nation -- from Congress passing whiskey-protection laws to consumers
standing in long lines just for a glimpse of a rare bottle of Pappy Van Winkle --
complemented by more than 100 illustrations and photos. And most importantly,
Minnick explores the mystery of who most likely created the sweet corn liquor we now
know as bourbon. He studies the men who've been championed as its inventors over
time -- from Daniel Boone's cousin to Baptist minister Elijah Craig -- and, based on new
research and never-before-seen documentation, answers the question of who deserves
the credit.
Growing out of the first Anglophone academic workshop to focuse exclusively on the
early Bourbon Spanish America, this collective volume offers a new perspective on the
key changes experienced in Spanish America during the first half of the eighteenth
century.
Unravelling the many myths and misconceptions surrounding America's most iconic
spirit, Bourbon Empire traces a history that spans frontier rebellion, Gilded Age
corruption and the magic of Madison Avenue. Whiskey has profoundly influenced
America's political, economic, and cultural destiny. In fact, few products better embody
the United States, or American business, than bourbon. Reid Mitenbuler's writing is as
gutsy and bursting with attitude as the drink itself, capturing this vivid tale of innovation,
success, downfall and resurrection.
The compelling story of how one man took a 150-year-old family recipe and disrupted
the entire liquor industry one sip, one bottle, one handshake at a time Tom Bulleit stood
on a stage before a thousand people inside a tent the size of a big-top. It was both his
thirtieth wedding anniversary and his birthday. But there was another thing to celebrate:
the dedication of the new Bulleit Distillery in Shelbyville, Kentucky. His great-great-
grandfather, Augustus, created his first batch of Bulleit Bourbon around 1830. A century
and a half later, Tom fulfilled his lifelong dream, revived the old family bourbon recipe,
and started Bulleit Distilling Company. Eventually, Tom was named a member of the
Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels, and elected to the Kentucky Bourbon Hall of
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Fame. Thinking back on all his achievements, Tom was overcome by a wave of
emotion. He looked into the sea of faces and said, “I don't believe our lives are told in
years. . . or months. . . or weeks. I believe we live our lives in moments." Tom’s book
Bulleit Proof is just that—a life told in moments. Moments of joy, triumph, hardship,
persistence, and success. His is a story of survival: in war, in business, in life. Tom
faced death twice: in a foxhole and in a cancer ward. In Bulleit Proof, Tom reveals all,
pulls no punches, and lets you into his heart. In this book, you will: Share Tom’s
personal story, including his loves, losses, and struggles Learn the history of one of
America’s most beloved and awarded brands Draw inspiration from the persistence
and dedication Tom has shown throughout his life Explore how Bulleit Bourbon
changed the liquor industry forever Bulleit Proof is a fast-paced page-turner—not only for
fans of Bulleit Bourbon and admirers of Tom, but for anyone who loves an emotional,
hilarious, inspirational, and deeply honest story.
Bourbon EmpireThe Past and Future of America's WhiskeyPenguin
BOURBON, STRAIGHT: The Uncut and Unfiltered Story of American Whiskey follows
the trail of America whiskey-making from its 17th century origins right up to the present
day. In it, readers will discover the history of the American whiskey industry, how
American whiskey is made and marketed, the differences among various types of
American whiskey (bourbon, rye, Tennessee) and how they compare to other world
whiskies. Readers also will meet the many fascinating characters who have made
American whiskey what it is today, whether they be famous, infamous or largely
unknown. All major producers and brands are discussed. The book includes a complete
tasting guide with 35 detailed product reviews. BOURBON, STRAIGHT: The Uncut and
Unfiltered Story of American Whiskey is for fans of American whiskey, but also for
readers who just enjoy a good tale steeped in American culture and heritage.
BOURBON, STRAIGHT is richly detailed, clear, authoritative, insightful, independent
and fun to read.
Learn about one of the most impactful distilleries in American history in this
comprehensive tale Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon tells the fascinating tale of the Buffalo
Trace Distillery, from the time of the earliest explorations of Kentucky to the present
day. Author and award-winning spirits expert F. Paul Pacult takes readers on a journey
through history that covers the American Revolutionary War, U.S Civil War, two World
Wars, Prohibition, and the Great Depression. Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon covers the
pedigree and provenance of the Buffalo Trace Distillery: The larger-than-life
personalities that over a century and a half made Buffalo Trace Distillery what it is today
Detailed accounts on how many of the distillery’s award-winning and world-famous
brands were created The impact of world events, including multiple depressions,
weather-related events, and major conflicts, on the distillery Belonging on the shelf of
anyone with an interest in American spirits and history, Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon is a
compelling must-read.
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